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More crap from sockpuppet trolls
I have now received four comments from the same
(probably spoofed) IP address in a couple of weeks.
For the sake of posterity, I am posting them all here,
as I have done in the past. They cannot be approved
as legitimate commentary, only harassment, but they
do reveal what those of us who publicly question
AIDS are subjected to on a regular basis by some of
the less stable (and anonymous) AIDS
cheerleaders.
(screen shot from disqus dashboard here)
re: Confessions of a heretic dissident
Sad, Jonny. You really are a sickly one! Sadly, it
seems you are well on your way to becoming this
year’s Karri Stokely! Unfortunately, the Denialist
turds will claim that you simply passed away from
“stress” or some crap like that – or like Stokely,
they will be silent. This sordid succession of bizarre and foul opportunistic infections clearly
shows that “resistance” is actually “damaging.”
P.S. Are you going to allow them to use the veterinarian Al-Bayati to do a bullshit autopsy?
Kralc Rekab
clark@xxxxx.com
re: On my way to the forums…
Seems like in every post, Snout outargues Denialists and is more informed and educated than
any of you.
Kralc Rekab
kralcrekab@xxxxx.org
re: When trolls attack: an open letter to “Dora”
How’s the Kaposi’s sarcoma treatment coming along? Do you think you’ll make it to see who the
next president is?
Jasonstatham
jasonstatham@xxxxxx.net
re: When trolls attack: an open letter to “Dora”
Wow- looks like your blatherings might signify AIDS- related dementia. Have fun being patted on
the back by such trash as Celia Farber. What a prestigious honor! Praise from fools such as
yourself won’t help you. Medical science might. But all of you have so much psychiatric pathology
that you are past the point of help. (e.g. Clarkie Baker.)
CeliaFarberific

celiafarberific@xxxxx.com
The IP address used for all four comments is 66.30.11.198, from a Comcast server in
Cambridge, NJ, but that means little, considering how easy it is to spoof an IP address
these days. It is listed on at least one DNS blacklist, so I’m probably not the only target of this troll.
If these comments are from Baylor Health Care System’s online AIDS diagnostician J Todd
DeShong (and I suspect they could well be), he’s taken my earlier observations to heart and has
cleaned up his writing style considerably. The snarky names still reek of his idea of campy humor,
and his desire that I might yet develop KS is pure DeShong. I should know… I’ve spent way too
much time re-reading his crap while archiving his former blog, dissidents4dumbees to not
recognize his “style”.
If “Kralc Rekab” is not yet another alter-ego for JTD, he is a close accomplice working as a proxy for
him. Here is a dialogue between “Truthy McTruthenstein”, who is known to be J Todd DeShong,
and “Kralc Rekab” on Seth Kalichman’s blog Denying AIDS:
Truthy McTruthenstein – Apr 15, 2012 05:33 AM
Has anyone read Jonathan Barnett’s latest post at RIF? He details all his ailments and it is not
pretty. He has been very, very sick. He had MRSA all over his body so bad they are now scars.
He had several Herpes outbreaks all over his face. The one picture he has of it is terrible and he
says that is one of the milder outbreaks. He claims he has been sick all of his life. No wonder he
has such a twisted view of disease, treatments and doctors.What everyone needs to remember
though is that his level of sickness is far from normal or typical. Even for someone who is prone to
being sick, MRSA all over a person’s body and many severe Herpes outbreaks are not normal.
His immune system is fucked and he has suffered immensely. That is why we need to realize that
his extreme level of suffering is why his views and opinions are so extreme and twisted that his
opinions should be considered within this context.
It is surprising, however, that he actually comes across as the most normal, logical and well
thought of all the dissidents.
Kralc Rekab – Apr 15, 2012 04:07 PM
I think, sadly, that Jonathan Barnett is about to become the next Karri Stokley. When he dies (I
estimate on the order of months) there will, as usual, be silence on the side of the Denialist turds.
If anything, they may comment that it was “stress” that killed him or some bullshit like that. Celia
might say that the “lovebox” could have cured him.
Kralc Rekab – Apr 15, 2012 04:22 PM
@Truthy:I just read Barnett’s piece. The sordid succession of opportunistic infections actually
demonstrates that his “resistance” is not “fruitful” but actually “stupid.”
Also, in Barnett’s history, he acknowledges that he was diagnosed with brain atrophy and AIDS
dementia. That may explain some, not all of his psychiatric symptoms and craziness. But turds
like Farber and Clarkie have no clarified organic disease other than pure unbridled stupidity to
cause their narcissistic stupidity. (Well, Clarkie does try exploit his fake scamming “organization”
to make a buck – that is some motivator for him). Farber is just a histrionic sad case of loserdom
sprinkled with a flavor of attention-whore and garnished with a side of bitch.
Not surprisingly, DeShong cannot make up his mind whether I am defrauding Social Security
disability as a healthy person, or if my “level of sickness is far from normal or typical.”
I can’t win. According to the AIDS dissident thought police, I’m “in the AIDS zone”, and according to
anonymous AIDS apologists and cheerleaders, I have only a few months to live. I’m thinking my best
bet might be to get the hell out of Dodge; disconnect from the Internet; cash in every asset I own and

move to a nice little ocean front cottage somewhere between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn, where I can live in peace until I’m an old man.
It really is a very strange feeling indeed to know that someone is dancing on your own grave before
you’ve even been planted in the ground. I can’t help but wonder what kind of person gets their jollies
that way.
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